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Abstract

The interconnection network consumes the majority of
die area in an FPGA. Presented is a scalable manufactur-
ing test method for all SRAM-based FPGAs, able to detect
multiple interconnect delay faults, multiple bridging faults,
or both. An adjustable maximum sensitivity to resistive open
defects of several kilo-ohms is achieved. A bridging fault
that causes a signal transition to occur on at least one of the
bridged interconnects is detectable. Finally, fast and simple
fault location is presented.

1 Introduction

A satisfactory FPGA testing method meets several crite-
ria. First, the routing resources must be explicitly tested.
Approximately 80% of the transistors in an FPGA are ded-
icated to the routing resources; thus, targeting interconnect
faults is necessary. Second, a high fault coverage must be
achieved. The testing method should detect the major inter-
connect fault types, specifically stuck-at, stuck open, delay,
and bridging faults (stuck-at and stuck open faults can each
be modeled as a delay fault of infinite delay). Third, latent
defects (defects that are typically not detectable during man-
ufacturing testing and result inearly life failures) should be
detected. Screening out these early life failures improves
device reliability. Finally, the testing method should have
the ability to locate a faulty resource. Fault location is im-
portant for device yields in two ways: it is an important step
in fault diagnosis, which is performed to collect information
necessary for manufacturing process improvements, and it is
crucial to theapplication-dependent FPGA model, in which
a customer’s design functions correctly on a faulty device
by not using the faulty resource or resources.

The organization of this paper is as follows. A generic
FPGA structure is given in Sec. 2. Recent work in FPGA
delay fault testing is surveyed in Sec. 3. The proposed de-
lay fault testing method is presented in Sec. 4: a high-level
overview is provided in Sec. 4.1, the necessary FPGA con-
figurations are discussed in Sec. 4.2, and the threshold tim-
ing parameters are defined in Sec. 4.3. Next, the faults de-
tected by the presented method are discussed in Sec. 5: re-

sistive open defects are addressed in Sec. 5.1 and bridging
faults are addressed in Sec. 5.2. Fault location is presented
in Sec. 6. Finally, the paper concludes in Sec. 7.

2 FPGA Structure

The principal building blocks of an FPGA arelogic
blocks, switch matrices or programmable multiplexers or
both, andinput/output blocks (special multiplier blocks and
block RAMs are not addressed in this paper). A logic block
contains the combinational and sequential elements needed
to perform logic functions:SRAM Look-up Tables (LUTs)
implement combinational functions, and bistable elements
(configurable as either latches or flip-flops) are used in se-
quential designs. A switch matrix (or programmable multi-
plexer) is used to join wire segments to form physical paths
between blocks. Wire segments incident to a switch ma-
trix are joined via one or moreProgrammable Interconnect
Points (PIPs), a pass transistor controlled by a memory cell
that determines whether the PIP ison (conducting) oroff
(non-conducting). Finally, an input/output block is used to
pass signals between an FPGA and an external device.

The logic blocks are placed regularly throughout an
FPGA, with the input/output blocks along the periphery.
The highly regular layout simplifies the routing of wires,
grouping those of similar lengths (and similar beginning and
ending points) together into a common bus.

3 Previous Work

There are effective well-known methods for testing FPGA
logic blocks [1] [2] [3]. Additionally, various techniquesfor
testing FPGA routing resources have been proposed [4] [5]
[6] [7] [8] [9], addressing stuck-at, stuck open, and bridging
faults. Recently, explicit testing for delay faults in FPGAs
has been addressed [10] [11] [12] [13], as it is suspected that
58% of customer-returned semiconductor chips have open
defects [14]. An open defect can be a partial open, in which
the circuit connection is present but not completely conduc-
tive, or it can be a complete open, in which no circuit con-
nection is present.
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The ’added fanout’ method [10], targeting resistive open
defects in the routing resources, consists of adding an ad-
ditional load (fanout) to a signalPath Under Test (PUT) by
turning on some predetermined number of PIPs that connect
dummy paths to the PUT. The added load increases the de-
lay of the PUT, causing it to be greater than the clock cycle
if a resistive open defect above some threshold is present.

The ’oscillator-loop’ method [11], targeting delay faults
in both the routing and logic resources, consists of config-
uring an FPGA into severalIterative Logic Arrays (ILAs)
of PUTs. A signal transition is simultaneously driven at the
input of each of the ILAs, and the difference in the prop-
agation delays is measured at the outputs of the ILAs. An
on-chip oscillator pulses for the duration between when the
first signal transition occurs at the output to when the last
signal transition occurs. A delay fault is detected when the
oscillator pulse count is greater than some predetermined
threshold value.

4 Delay Fault Testing

4.1 Overview

The presented manufacturing testing method, also suit-
able for fault diagnosis, exploits the bus-oriented wiring
structure of FPGAs. The basic idea is to test a set of in-
terconnects, or paths, between two logic blocks for delay
faults by creating a race condition between the signals prop-
agating on those paths. The particular set of paths under
test (PUTs) between two logic blocks are configured such
that their fault-free propagation delays are nearly identical,
and thus a signal transition simultaneously occurring at the
start of the PUTs should also simultaneously occur the end
of the PUTs. The bus-oriented wiring structure easily fa-
cilitates the configuration of such equal-delay paths. Any
signal transition that occurs at the destination logic block
substantially later than the first occurring signal transition
signifies the presence of a delay fault. Note that terms like
equal, identical, simultaneous, andat the same time are not
used in the pedantically correct manner, since it is impossi-
ble to have a set of PUTs withexactly the same propagation
delays. An analysis of tolerable propagation delay differ-
ences is provided in the discussion pertaining to Table 2 in
Sec. 4.3.

The FPGA under test is configured to have one or more
independent iterative logic arrays (ILAs), on each of which
propagates a single signal transition. An ILA is a se-
ries of M logic blocks, LB0 . . .LBM−1, and the associ-
ated interconnects (PUTs). Each logic block,LBi, is con-
nected to a preceding logic block,LBi−1 and a succeed-
ing logic block,LBi+1. The connections between two logic
blocks, sayLBi−1 andLBi, form a set,seti, of 2N PUTs∗,

∗It is not necessary to have an even number of PUTs: an even number

PUTi1 . . .PUTi2N , whose differences in propagation delays
from LBi−1 to LBi are negligible. A portion of an ILA is
shown in Fig. 1.

LBi

iset PUT i 1

PUT i 2

PUT i 2N

LBi−1

i+1set

Figure 1: Iterative Logic Array

The testing procedure begins at the first logic block of an
ILA, LB0, which simultaneously drives a signal transition
on each of the 2N PUTs ofset1. When no PUT ofset1 has
a delay fault, the propagation delays toLB1 are all identical,
and thus the signal transition on each PUT occurs atLB1

at the same time. However, if up to 2N − 1 of the PUTs
have a delay fault, a race condition is set up between the
PUT with the smallest propagation delay (the fastest PUT)
and the PUT with the largest propagation delay (the slowest
PUT). A delay fault is detected if the phase difference be-
tween the fastest and slowest PUTs is above some threshold
value.

The logic blocks of a particular ILA are configured identi-
cally (with the exception of the first logic block,LB0). Each
logic block,LBi, serves as a destination for the signals ofseti
and as a source for the signals ofseti+1 Thus, the logic im-
plemented within each logic block performs two functions:
(1) to detect whether a delay fault is present on any of the
preceding PUTs, and (2) to propagate a signal transition on
the succeeding PUTs.

4.2 FPGA Configuration

4.2.1 Signal Transitions

To detect both rising and falling delay faults on each PUT,
two testing phases are needed, one to drive a 0 to 1 transi-
tion on a particular PUT (test phase A), and a second to
drive a 1 to 0 transition on that same PUT (test phase B).
The two test phases, A and B, correspond to two distinct
logic block configurations: test phase A is shown as config-
urationA in Fig. 2a and test phase B is shown as configu-
rationB in Fig. 2b. The two logic block configurations are
similar: configurationB is simply derived by applying De-
Morgan’s Law to configurationA, swapping OR with AND,
0 with 1,X with X , andY with Y . Thus, all statements about
test phase A apply equally to test phase B,mutatis mutan-
dis, and therefore, unless otherwise stated, only test phase A
(configurationA) is discussed in detail in this paper.

The PUTs of a set, sayseti, are partitioned into two
groups, theXi = Xi1 . . .XiN group and theYi = Yi1 . . .YiN

is chosen, without loss of generality, to simplify the analysis.
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Figure 2: Logic Block Configurations

group†. Figure 2 shows the simple case whereseti consists
of only two PUTs (2N = 2), partitioned into the necessary
two groups,Xi = Xi1 andYi = Yi1.

Each of theXi PUTs always carries an identical signal,
opposite in polarity to each of theYi PUTs (each of theYi

PUTs also always carries an identical signal). In test phase
A, PUTs of theXi group are each initialized to 0 and each
incurs (in the fault-free case) a single signal transition from
0 to 1. The signal propagation time of a PUT is∆t, thus a
signal transition from 0 to 1 on each of theN Xi PUTs at
time t, occurring within a time period∆t is written

{Xi1(t) . . .XiN (t)}→ {Xi1(t + ∆t) . . .XiN (t + ∆t)}

= {Xi(t)}→ {Xi(t + ∆t)}

= {0. . .0}Xi → {1. . .1}Xi

= {0}Xi →{1}Xi .

Similarly, all PUTs of theYi group are each initialized
to 1 and each incurs (in the fault-free case) a single signal
transition from 1 to 0, written{1}Yi →{0}Yi .

†Any partitioning in which there is at least one PUT in theXi group and
one in theYi group is valid.

A delay fault is detected when one or more signals do not
transition within the∆t time period. For example, aseti,
with 2 Xi PUTs and 2Yi PUTs, is fault free if all signals
transition, written

{00,11}Xi,Yi → {11,00}Xi,Yi

while theseti fails if, say, the secondXi PUT does not tran-
sition, written

{00,11}Xi,Yi →{10,00}Xi,Yi .

In general, a single signal transition occurring within a
time period of∆t on each of theXi andYi PUTs, driven
simultaneously byLBi−1, is called aPass Signal Transition
(PST), written (for test phase A)

PSTi = {0,1}Xi,Yi →{1,0}Xi,Yi .

Additionally, a single signal transition occurring withina
time period of∆t on each of theXi PUTs only (all of the sig-
nals of theYi PUTs remain constant), driven simultaneously
by LBi−1, is called aFail Signal Transition (FST), written
(for test phase A)

FSTi = {0,1}Xi,Yi → {1,1}Xi,Yi .

Note that the signal transitions corresponding to a fail-
ing seti (arbitrary transitions) and those corresponding to an
FST (all Xi PUTs transition, allYi PUTs remain constant)
are not the same: an FST corresponds to the signal transi-
tions that are propagated down an ILA after a delay fault is
detected (discussed in Sec. 4.2.2).

Figures 4a and 4b display an FST and a PST, respectively,
for the simple case where 2N = 2.

4.2.2 Logic Block Configurations

In test phase A, within a particular logic block, say
LBi, one look-up table (LUT) is configured to generate a
0 to 1 transition on its output when the first signal tran-
sition occurs on any of the PUTs ofseti. This LUT, la-
beledORiX in Fig. 2a, generates theFirsti signal, imple-
menting Firsti = Xi1 + . . .+ XiN +Yi1 + . . .+YiN = Xi +Yi.
Firsti is input to a D flip-flop, f fiX . Similarly, an-
other LUT of LBi is configured to generate a 1 to 0
transition on its output only after a signal transition has
occurred on every PUT of seti. This LUT, labeled
ORiY in Fig. 2a, generates theLasti signal, implementing
Lasti = Xi1 + . . .+ XiN +Yi1 + . . .+YiN = Xi +Yi. Lasti is
input to a D flip-flop, f fiY . Note that if there is more than
one PUT in a single group (Xi or Yi), the fanout from the
single flip-flop output (f fiX or f fiY , respectively) to multiple
PUTs is accomplished by the routing resources, for example
by a switch matrix.
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The output of the LUT generating theFirsti signal (ORiX
in configurationA) is fed back to the clock input off fiX and
f fiY , clocking each flip-flop by a 0 to 1 signal transition on
Clocki. Clocki is a time-delayed version ofFirsti due to the
feedback path’s propagation delay. If the signals of all PUTs
of seti correctly transition at the same time, theLasti signal
is generated byORiY , transitioning from 1 to 0, at the same
time that theFirsti signal is generated byORiX , and thus the
subsequent clocking of the flip-flops byClocki will capture
the correct values ofFirsti andLasti, 1 and 0, respectively.
In this case a PST propagates throughLBi, sinceLBi drives a
{0,1}Xi+1,Yi+1 →{1,0}Xi+1,Yi+1 transition onseti+1. When
the first signal transition ofseti+1 occurs at the succeeding
logic block,LBi+1, it performs the same function as didLBi.
LBi+1 subsequently propagates a PST if it does not detect a
delay fault on any of the 2N PUTs ofseti+1. In this manner
the PST propagates down the ILA, causing each logic block
to determine whether up to 2N −1 delay faults are present
on the preceding set of 2N PUTs.

If, however, not all the signals of the PUTs ofseti
correctly transition in time to generate theLasti signal
before the flip-flops are clocked, theLasti signal will
not have made the correct 1 to 0 transition, and thus
f fiY will capture a value of 1, instead of 0, when it
is clocked. Thus, an FST is propagated byLBi, since
LBi drives a{0,1}Xi+1,Yi+1 → {1,1}Xi+1,Yi+1 transition on
seti+1 (the signal on eachYi+1 PUT does not transition).
In this case, the succeeding logic block,LBi+1, sees
a {0,1}Xi+1,Yi+1 →{1,1}Xi+1,Yi+1 transition on its inputs.
Consequently, theFirsti+1 signal is generated after the first
signal transition onXi+1 occurs atLBi+1, but theLasti+1 sig-
nal remains constant at 1, since no signal on anyYi+1 PUT
transitions. Thus, when theClocki+1 signal transitions, the
output of f fi+1X transitions from 0 to 1 but the output of
f fi+1Y remain constant. In this manner the propagation of
the FST continues to the end of the ILA.

4.2.3 Starter and Compactor Blocks

In addition to the logic block configurations described for
test phases A and B, astarter block, LB0, must be placed at
the head of an ILA to begin the PST propagation. The starter
block is simply a logic block configured to have a single
input (instead of multiple inputs) that causes the outputs of
the flip-flops, f f0X and f f0Y , to transition at the same time.
The outputs ofLB0 are the inputs toLB1. The presence of a
starter block eliminates any skew that may be encountered if
multiple signals are brought from off-chip directly intoLB1,
which would undoubtedly causeLB1 to erroneously detect a
delay fault onset1. Figures 3a and 3b show the starter block
configurations for test phases A and B, respectively.

The output of anM-length ILA (LB0 throughLBM−1)
is comprised of two signals (outputs off fM−1X and
f fM−1Y ). A compactor block (not shown) can be used
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Figure 3: Starter Block Configurations

to reduce the two signals into one. The compactor block
for test phase A is simply a configuration of a single
LUT inside the compactor block to implement the AND
of the expected values stored inf fM−1X and f fM−1Y ,
result = XM−1 ·YM−1, mapping{1,0}XM−1,YM−1 to {1}XM−1

(pass) and{1,1}XM−1,YM−1 to {0}XM−1 (fail). The function
implemented by the LUT of the compactor block for test
phase B isresult = XM−1 ·YM−1, mapping{0,1}XM−1,YM−1

to {1}XM−1 (pass) and{0,0}XM−1,YM−1 to {0}XM−1 (fail).

4.2.4 ILA Scalability

Note that within a testing phase (A or B), the configura-
tions of the logic blocks (LB1 . . .LBM−1) are all identical.
Thus, the creation of ILAs is a scalable procedure, inde-
pendent of FPGA array size (total number of logic blocks),
requiring only the instantiation of identical logic blocks
throughout the FPGA,

The connections between logic blocks is easily accom-
plished automatically by place-and-route software tools.

Furthermore, since only the functionality of the logic
blocks changes between testing phases, partial reconfigu-
ration can be used. This dramatically speeds up the total
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test time, since the dominant portion of FPGA test time is
consumed by configuring the device [5].
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Figure 4: ConfigurationA Waveforms

4.3 Timing Thresholds

A delay fault is detected onseti when theLasti signal
is not generated byORiY before the flip-flops ofLBi are
clocked byClocki. To guarantee that a delay fault is detected
(gross delay fault) the minimum defect delay thatPUTi j can
have is

tde f ectmin− f ail = t f eedback + thold, (1)

where thold is the flip-flop hold time, andt f eedback is the
propagation delay of the feedback path (the delay through
the LUT, tLUT , is common to both theFirsti andLasti sig-
nals, and is therefore not included in Equations 1 and 2).
The signal transition onClocki occurst f eedback after the

Firsti signal transitions; therefore, if theLasti signal does
not transition untilthold after the signal transition onClocki,
f fiY will capture the incorrect value when clocked. The
defect delay onseti causesLBi to propagate an FST
({0,1}Xi+1,Yi+1 → {1,1}Xi+1,Yi+1 for test phase A) onseti+1

a clock-to-Q time period,tCQ, after the clocking edge of
Clocki, shown in Fig. 4a.

Similarly, the maximum defect delay thatPUTi j can have
and still guarantee thatseti passes is

tde f ectmax−pass = t f eedback − tsetup, (2)

wheretsetup is the flip-flop setup time, andt f eedback is the
propagation delay of the feedback path. The signal transi-
tion onClocki occurst f eedback after theFirsti signal transi-
tions; therefore, theLasti signal must transitiontsetup prior to
the signal transition onClocki to guarantee thatseti passes.
The absence of a delay fault onseti causesLBi to propa-
gate a PST ({0,1}Xi+1,Yi+1 →{1,0}Xi+1,Yi+1 for test phase
A) on seti+1 tCQ after the clocking edge ofClocki, shown in
Fig. 4b.

A marginal delay fault onseti, greater thantde f ectmax−pass

and less thantde f ectmin− f ail , places the transition of theLasti
signal at the D-input off fiY within its sampling window. In
this case the output off fiY is unpredictable due to the tim-
ing violation, but will be interpreted by the succeeding logic
block in one of three ways: (1) as a PST (if correct signals
transitions occur), (2) as an FST (if no signal transitions oc-
cur), or (3) as a failingseti+1 (if arbitrary signal transitions
occur). Table 1 shows the values stored inf fiX and f fiY
for no delay fault, one or more marginal (below-threshold)
delay faults, and one or more gross (above-threshold) delay
faults onset j for test phases A and B, respectively.

Table 1: Flip-flop Contents for a Delay Fault inset j

Cfg. Delay Test Post-test Flip-flop State
Fault Result {QiX ,QiY }

i < j i = j i > j

A: none pass 1,0 1,0 1,0
init marginal pass 1,0 1,0 1,0
{0,1} marginal fail 1,0 1,1 1,1

gross fail 1,0 1,1 1,1
B: none pass 0,1 0,1 0,1
init marginal pass 0,1 0,1 0,1
{1,0} marginal fail 0,1 0,0 0,0

gross fail 0,1 0,0 0,0

The value oftde f ectmax−pass can be considered an effective
clock period of the sequential circuit implemented within
each logic block (Clocke f f is shown in Fig. 4): the cir-
cuit behaves as though the signal transition onFirsti is the
first clocking edge of an imaginary clock signal input to the
flip-flops and the signal transition onClocki is the second
clocking edge. The signal transition onLasti must occur
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within the effective clock period of the imaginary clock sig-
nal,Clocke f f , without causing a setup-time violation.

The feedback path’s propagation delay (delay fromFirsti
to Clocki) can be configured to obtain an arbitrary effective
clock period, and thus an arbitrary delay fault detection sen-
sitivity. The length of the feedback path determinest f eedback,
whose value is easily found using FPGAComputer-aided
Design (CAD) tools. The value oft f eedback can be further in-
creased, if necessary, by adding transparent logic elements
in the feedback path. Table 2 shows the relevantminimum
timing parameters for several Xilinx device families. All
values are calculated using the average of the minimum at-
tainable feedback propagation delays,t f b = t f eedbackavg−min :
the delay of the feedback path must be set greater than the
minimum in most cases to ensure that good devices are
not being erroneously failed (especially in the case where
tdm−p = tde f ectmax−pass < 0). Note that the presented method is
independent of both device family and vendor: the relevant
timing parameters are shown only for Xilinx devices due to
our access to Xilinx software tools. In the event where the
outputs of the two flip-flops in a given logic block are not
in close proximity (for example if the outputs are on oppo-
site sides of the logic block), an additional timing margin
must be provided in the feedback path to absorb any prop-
agation delay differences in the paths of a set, thus making
the difference in propagation delays negligible.

Table 2: Threshold Timing Parameters
Device Speed Timing Parameters

Grade t f b (ps) tdm−p
(ps) tdm− f

(ps)

Spartan-II fast 840 40 840
slow 40 840

Spartan-IIE fast 360 -340 360
slow -440 360

Virtex fast 1020 420 1020
slow 220 1020

Virtex-II fast 970 670 900
slow 600 880

Virtex-E fast 370 -90 370
slow -230 370

Virtex-IIPro fast 790 780 880
slow 780 910

t f b = t f eedbackavg−min tdm−p = tde f ectmax−pass

tdm− f = tde f ectmin− f ail

5 Fault Detectability

5.1 Resistive Open Defects

Using an RC model to calculate delay, a resistive open
defect (partial open) on a segment of a PUT (for example a

wire segment) can be approximated by an exponential decay
of the voltage on that segment,

V (t) = VDD(1− exp(
t

(Rsegment + Rde f ect)Csegment
)). (3)

Note that the presented method is independent of the de-
lay model used: the RC model is chosen here for simplicity,
and does not affect the threshold timing parameters reported
in units of time in Table 2. The propagation delay of a PUT
is defined to be the time period from when the voltage on a
signal, driven byLBi, reaches theVDD/2 point to when the
voltage of the signal, atLBi+1, reaches theVDD/2 point. In
this manner, the propagation delay of a PUT is the sum of
the propagation delays on each segment of the PUT. There-
fore, subtracting the time needed for the voltage on a fault-
free PUT to reachVDD/2 at the input of a logic block from
the time needed for the voltage on a faulty PUT to reach
VDD/2 at the input of a logic block yieldstde f ect , the added
delay due to the resistive open defect,

tde f ect = −Rde f ectCsegment ln(
1
2
). (4)

Solving this expression forRde f ect at the two boundary con-
ditions, tde f ectmax−pass and tde f ectmin− f ail , yields approximate
defect resistance detection thresholds,

Rde f ectmax−pass =
−tde f ectmax−pass

Csegment ln(1
2)

, (5)

Rde f ectmin− f ail =
−tde f ectmax− f ail

Csegment ln(1
2)

. (6)

Table 3 shows the threshold resistance values for the
FPGA devices considered in Table 2. The value ofCsegment

is taken to be 0.5 pF in all cases—an approximate capaci-
tance for an intermediate-length wire segment (including all
load capacitors).

5.2 Bridging Faults

In the bus-oriented wiring structure of an FPGA, wires
are routed adjacently to each other for substantial distances.
The PUTs of a set, being of the roughly the same length
and destined to the same location, are inevitably routed on a
common bus alongside each other. Bridging faults between
PUTs must therefore be considered.

The presented method always drives each of the signals
in the Xi group to the opposite polarity of the signals in
the Yi group. TheXi andYi paths should be routed in an
interleaved fashion on the common bus, such that eachXi j

path runs adjacently to aYik path or paths, and eachYik path
runs adjacently to anXi j path or paths. Maximizing both
the number of adjacent opposite-polarity signals and the dis-
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Table 3: Threshold Defect Resistance Parameters
Device Speed Threshold Values

Grade Clocke f f (GHz) Rde f ectmin− f ail
(kΩ)

Spartan-II fast 1.19 2.4
slow 1.19 2.4

Spartan-IIE fast 2.78 1.0
slow 2.78 1.0

Virtex fast 0.98 2.9
slow 0.98 2.9

Virtex-II fast 1.11 2.6
slow 1.14 2.5

Virtex-E fast 2.70 1.1
slow 2.70 1.1

Virtex-IIPro fast 1.14 2.5
slow 1.10 2.6

All calculations useCsegment = 0.5 pF.

tance over which the paths carrying such signals run along-
side each other maximizes the probability that a bridging
fault between PUTs will be detected. The interleaving of a
seti, consisting of twoXi PUTs and twoYi PUTs, is shown
in Fig. 5, with possible bridging faults modeled as resistors.

Y i 1

X i 1

2
X i

Y i 2

Rbridge

Rbridge

Rbridge

Figure 5: Interleaved Bus Signal Routing

The detection of bridging faults is based on the assump-
tion that a bridging fault will cause a transition to occur on
at least one of the bridged interconnects. A transition is
deemed to have occurred when the resulting signal swing
is large enough to switch the next level logic, i.e. the input
gate of the destination logic block interprets a signal change.
This bridging model is more general than the wired-AND
and wired-OR models historically used: the only require-
ment is that at least one of the bridged interconnects (there
may be more than two) incurs an incorrect signal transition
or no signal transition occurs when one should.

For simplicity, two specific cases of the general bridg-
ing fault model are discussed: bridging faults modeled as
either wired-AND or wired-OR that involve two intercon-
nects. A bridging fault between PUTsXi j andYik is de-
tected by the logic blockLBi. In test phase A (see Fig. 2a),
the ORiX LUT implements the functionFirsti = Xi + Yi,
with Xi initialized to 0 and Yi initialized to 1. A wired-
AND bridging fault between PUTsXi j andYik drives the

value of the signals onXi j andYik to be 0· 1 = 0 prior to
the start of the actual test, which begins with theinput sig-
nal of the ILA transitioning. The output of theORiX LUT
(Firsti) will subsequently transition to 1 due to the bridged
Yi j PUT prematurely transitioning from 1 to 0, but the output
of the ORiY LUT will remain constant because the signals
of all PUTs have not yet correctly transitioned. The sig-
nal transition onFirsti causes a signal transition onClocki

that clocks flip-flopsf fiX and f fiY , makingLBi propagate
an FST ({0,1}Xi+1,Yi+1 →{1,1}Xi+1,Yi+1) on seti+1. The re-
sulting flip-flop states ofLBi are{QiX ,QiY } = {1,1}, shown
in the second row of Table 4 for configurationA.

Table 4: Flip-flop States for a Bridging Fault onseti
Cfg. Bridge Result Resulting Resulting

Fault PUT State Flip-flop
{Xi j ,Yik} State

{QiX ,QiY }

A: none pass 0,1 0,1
init w-AND fail 0·1=0,0 1,1
{0,1} w-OR fail 0+1=1,1 1,1

B: none pass 1,0 1,0
init w-AND fail 1·0=0,0 0,0
{1,0} w-OR fail 1+0=1,1 0,0

Similarly, a wired-OR bridging fault between PUTsXi j

andYik prematurely drives the value of the signals onXi j and
Yik to be 0+1 = 1 TheFirsti signal will subsequently tran-
sition to 1 but theLasti signal will remain constant, causing
LBi to propagate an FST onseti+1. The resulting flip-flop
states ofLBi are{QiX ,QiY } = {1,1}, shown as the third row
of Table 4 for configurationA.

The values stored inf fiX and f fiY for no bridging fault,
a wired-AND bridging fault, and a wired-OR bridging fault
in seti are shown in Table 4 for test phases A and B, respec-
tively.

6 Fault Location

Fault location is an important aspect of FPGA testing for
two reasons. First, locating a fault is typically a required
step in fault diagnosis, which plays an important role in
modifying manufacturing processes to increase yields. Sec-
ond, locating a faulty resource is crucial to the application-
specific FPGA model (ASFPGA) [15]. An ASFPGA is a
device in which certain resources are faulty, but remain un-
used for a specific customer’s configuration, permitting the
FPGA to function correctly with a particular design.

Locating a faulty resource in an FPGA is a generally dif-
ficult and time consuming process. Recent FPGAs (Xilinx
XC4000, Virtex and Virtex-II) have an additionaldesign for
testability feature in which the contents of the bistable el-
ements can be serially scanned out from the device using
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special dedicated hardware. This so-calledreadback makes
it possible to capture the state of an FPGA at a particular
instant in time, making the fault location of a configured
FPGA possible through numerous iterative steps [16]. Such
methods, using a binary search, requireOdlog2Me FPGA
reconfigurations (re-initializations of the FPGA) and read-
backs to locate a fault in anM-length ILA. For example, to
locate a stuck-at 0 or stuck open fault (or perhaps a bridg-
ing or delay fault) in a clocked ILA ofM bistable elements,
a single 1 is serially shifted down the ILA (a single 0 is
shifted to locate a stuck-at 1 fault). In this common fault
location method, one readback must be obtained at each
of the dlog2Me decision steps to determine where the sin-
gle shifted 1 (or 0) fails to shift down the ILA. If the 1 is
not present in the ILA after shifting for some number of
clock cycles (as seen by the state of the appropriate bistable
element via readback), the FPGA is reconfigured (all the
bistable elements must be reinitialized to 0) and the FPGA
must be retested with a reduced number of clock cycles be-
ing applied to the ILA. If the 1 is still present, the FPGA
must be retested with an increased number of clock cycles
being applied to the ILA.

The presented method stores the test result of eachseti
in the flip-flops ofLBi ({QiX ,QiY }). The first failing set, say
seti, causes the final value of the FST to be stored in the logic
blocksLBi throughLBM−1 ({1,1} for test phase A and{0,0}
for test phase B). Therefore, only one readback is required
to determine the faulty set, corresponding to the first logic
block storing the failing-result value. For example, givenan
M-PUT ILA, a readback of the ILA’s flip-flops is written as
< {Q0X ,Q0Y }{Q1X ,Q1Y } . . .{QMX ,QMY } >. For test phase
A, the readback contains< {0,1}{0,1} . . .{0,1} > before
testing (and in the absence of any bridging faults between
PUTs),< {1,0}{1,0} . . .{1,0} > after testing if the FPGA
passes, and< {1,0}{1,0} . . .{1,0}{1,1} . . .{1,1} > after
testing if the FPGA fails. The readback corresponding to
the failing FPGA shows thatLBi is the first logic block stor-
ing the failing value ({1,1}), thus quickly determining that
one of the 2N PUTs ofseti has a delay fault.

7 Conclusion

The presented interconnect delay fault testing method
achieves an adjustably high sensitivity to delay faults, and
is capable of multiple-fault detection. The method is appli-
cable to all SRAM-based FPGAs, independent of both de-
vice family and vendor, and scales with FPGA array size.
Using an RC model, it is shown for several FPGA device
families that resistive open defects of several kilo-ohms are
detectable. Detection of single or multiple bridging faults is
also realized. Additionally, fault location is quickly andeas-
ily accomplished by scanning out the contents of the bistable
elements after testing.
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